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The mission of Kyle Abraham/Abraham.In.Motion is to create an 
evocative interdisciplinary body of work. 

Born into Hip Hop culture in the late 70’s and raised with an artistic 
upbringing including classical cello, piano and the visual arts, Kyle 
Abraham approaches movement as a way to deeply delve into identity 
as it relates to personal history. From this approach, the work entwines 
a sensual and provocative vocabulary with a strong emphasis on sound, 
human behavior and all things visual in an effort to create an avenue 
for personal investigation that exposes itself on stage.
A.I.M is an intentional representation of dancers from various 
disciplines and diverse personal backgrounds. Combined together, these 
individualities blend the human experience of physical, emotional and 
psychological encounters to create a conversation of movement that is 
then manipulated and molded into something fresh and unique.  Each 
convergence of dancing bodies is a new opportunity, a new discussion 
for the artist and audience to engage in and ultimately take with them 
when they leave the theater. 

Abraham.In.Motion is a proud supporter of Dancers Responding to 
AIDS.

For more information please visit www.abrahaminmotion.org

ABRAHAM IN MOTION



Kyle Abraham
Artistic Director

Kyle Abraham, professional dancer and choreographer, began his 
training at the Civic Light Opera Academy and the Creative and 
Performing Arts High School in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.  He 
continued his dance studies in New York, receiving a BFA from SUNY 
Purchase and an MFA from NYU Tisch School of the Arts. 
 
Over the past few years, Abraham has received tremendous accolades 
and awards for his dancing and choreography including a 2010 Bessie 
Award for Outstanding Performance in Dance for his work in The Radio 
Show along with a 2010 Princess Grace Award for Choreography, a 
BUILD grant and an individual artist fellowship from the New York 
Foundation for the Arts, a Jerome Foundation Travel and Study Grant, 
a Pennsylvania Council for the Arts Fellowship and 2009 was honored 
as one of Dance Magazine’s 25 To Watch.
 
Abraham was heralded by OUT Magazine as one of the “best and 
brightest creative talent to emerge in New York City in the age of 
Obama.” His choreography has been presented throughout the United 
States and abroad, most recently at Jacob’s Pillow Dance Festival, 
Danspace Project, Dance Theater Workshop, Bates Dance Festival, 
Harlem Stage, Fall for Dance Festival at New York’s City Center, 
Montreal, Germany, Dublin’s Project Arts Center, The Okinawa 
Prefectural Museum & Art Museum located in Okinawa Japan and 
The Andy Warhol Museum in his hometown of Pittsburgh, PA.
 
Abraham’s most recent work, The Corner, commissioned by Ailey 2, 
is currently touring internationally with great reception.
 
As a performer, Abraham has worked with acclaimed modern dance 
companies including David Dorfman Dance, Burnt Sugar Dance 
Conduction Continuum, Nathan Trice/Rituals, Mimi Garrard Dance 
Theater, Bill T. Jones/Arnie Zane Dance Company, Dance Alloy, The 
Kevin Wynn Collection and Attack Theatre. 



REPERTORY

Live!  (Commissioned by The Kitchen)

Inspired by Pinocchio’s plight to be a “real boy,” Kyle Abraham’s new ensemble dance work 
investigates gender roles in the black community and the quest for acceptance in the world of 
hip-hop celebrity. Live! The Realest MC, an evolution of previous solo work, Inventing Pookie 
Jenkins, references our own humanity in this digital age, creating an abstracted emotional and 
humorously dark narrative that places the iconic childhood character in an industrial dystopia.

The Radio Show (2010 Bessie Award Winner)

Kyle Abraham delves into identity and personal history in The Radio Show. Creating an abstract 
narrative around the loss of communication, he investigates the effects of the abrupt discontinuation 
of a radio station on a community and the lingering effects of Alzheimer’s and aphasia on a family. 
Abraham mixes a score with recordings of classic soul and hip-hop with contemporary classical 
compositions by Ryoji Ikeda and Alva Noto.

Paradise Revamped  (In Development)

Choreographed by Kyle Abraham/Abraham.In.Motion in 2010 and originally commissioned by 
THPAC. Ramp Revamped is a reworked version of an earlier work, A Ramp to Paradise, inspired 
by a short story by its Executive Chairman, Alex Smith. It chronicles the life and times of the 
predominantly black gay underground club, Paradise Garage, which was the mecca of the famed 
New York City 70s and 80s dance scene.

Op.1

Inspired by the work of photographer, Eadweard Muybridge, Op.1 is a short ensemble work 
created with visual artist, Carrie Schneider and lighting designer, Dan Scully that reinterprets 
Muybrudge’s motion studies within a stripped physical exploration.

Boyz N The Hood (NDP Supported 2012/13)

Boyz N The Hood (working title), reimagined as a dance work and now set in Pittsburgh’s 
historically black neighborhoods, Homewood and the Hill District, “Boyz” pays comedic homage 
to the bold Kris Kross/backward jean and high top fade era in Hip-Hop, while creating a strong 
emotional chronology of a culture conflicted with a history plagued by discrimination, genocide, 
and a constant quest for a lottery ticket weighted in freedom.

The Quiet Dance

A subtle 15 minute ensemble work set to the Bernstein classic, Some Other Time, performed by 
Jazz pianist, Bill Evans. The Quiet Dance world premiered at The Joyce Theater in May 2011.



Residency and 
 Outreach

· Dance as Identity 
Ownership
Dance as Identity is a new 
initiative from A.I.M and an 
important work. The focus of 
this workshop is to present 
students/dancers with an 
opportunity to use dance as 
a platform for generating 
and exploring dialogue and 
movement dialogue about 
gender and sexuality.
Conversations sway between 
the social and political, 
stereotypical and biased, 
and that which is private 
and present.  Humanities, 
literature, media, film and 
history, Cultural theory, visual 
art and philosophy all play a 
role in our discourse and the 
most compelling project is 
considering these culturally 
identifying relationships with 
movement. 
This workshop is first and 
foremost safe and educational. 
It goes without saying that a 
vow of confidentiality must be 
understood and taken seriously.

· Technique Classes
Classes taught by A.I.M 
emphasize four specific 
core values: exploration, 
musicality, abandonment, 
and intuition. The opening 
warm-up sequence focuses 
on the fluidity of the spine, 
articulation, and core body 
strengthening and then builds 
up to challenging, creative 
and invigorating phrase 
work. Students experience 
a personalized post-modern 
movement vocabulary full of 
intricate gestures and fearless 
floor work.

· Creative Dance Creation 
Workshop
A.I.M Creative Dance Creation 
Workshop is a guided process 
that allows students to create 
work within an encouraging, 
secure, and motivational 
environment. In the workshop 
participants will develop 
material in class, and will receive 
feedback from the Company. 

· Lecture Demonstration
A.I.M’s Lecture Demon-
strations are a hands on, 
active, informative and most 
of all fun. Company members 
demonstrate the explorative 
creative process of our current 
repertory by sharing intricacies 
and foundation of our movement 
vocabulary and it’s end result.
 

 



“What’s best about Abraham’s 
work here is the way in which 
personal and public history 
are intertwined in a subtle 
way that mimics many peo-
ple’s lived experiences... It’s 
exactly the kind of show that 
should excite dance fans...” 

 -  Out West Arts

“...lush movement, infectious 
music and magnetic dancers 
(the choreographer includ-
ed)...” 

 - Siobhan Burke
    NY Times

“…Mr. Abraham offered a 
swagger that paradoxically 
denied and laVid bare a core 
of throbbing hurt.” 
 
 - Claudia La Rocco   
    New York Times

“Kyle Abraham is the biggest 
choreographic force com-
ing out of Pittsburgh and has 
taken a prominent place as a 
must-see choreographer on 
the New York scene.” 
 - Jane Vranish
   Pittsburgh 
   Post-Gazette

“As a performer, he is equal 
parts power and grace layered 
on a sinewy frame.”
 
 - Dance Magazine 

“Sinewy, subtle and explo-
sive... There is a strength and 
sexiness, that is not forced, 
not in your face, but instead a 
calm confident tone that is 
endearing and enthralling...” 

 - Eye Spy LA

“Abraham’s premiere of 
“Dream Lockdown” was a 
heartbreaking solo... His abil-
ity to reinvent a hip-hop vo-
cabulary while calling upon 
advanced vaudevillian and 
clowning nuances created an 
utterly fresh experience that 
speaks to a burgeoning so-
phistication.” 
 
 - Cory Nakasue 
    Buzzline  

 “Whether he’s taking on 
social issues or making ever 
bigger splashes on the local 
and national scenes, the sense 
that Abraham is on the verge of 
a breakthrough looms primar-
ily because his talent is just too 
big to ignore.”
 
 - Steve Sucato 
    City Paper

“The pervasive movement 
style is so bold and even fear-
less that you might not spot 
the intricacy of the choreog-
raphy until the whole seven-
member company dances in 
pluperfect unison.” 
         
 -  Los Angeles Times

“…his wonderfully expres-
sive body sometimes suggests 
Moronobu’s influence in 
its settled clarity, its slow 
gestures, and the way his 
hands flick the space around 
him. Yet his rippling arms, 
hips, and shoulders also reach 
back to Africa and forward to 
hip-hop.”
 
 - Deborah Jowitt 
   Village Voice

“Alternately propulsive and 
staccato, fluid and gentle, 
his solo performances often 
explore notions of masculin-
ity in an urban environment, 
using car alarms, gunshots, 
and hip-hop as his soundtrack 
(see the piece Inventing 
Pookie Jenkins)” 
 
 - Out Magazine

“On its most basic level, Live! 
The Realest MC is about 
trying to be gay in the ‘hood. 
But to reduce it to only that 
would be vastly understating 
the importance of the work 
and its remarkable technical 
and artistic accomplishment.” 

 - Andy Horwitz 
   Culturebot

PRESS QUOTES

“Kyle Abraham and his danc-
ers set the red seats at the 
Kelly Strayhorn aflame with 
passionate, provocative dance 
movements and choreography 
that none in attendance will 
soon forget. The theater was 
filled to capacity, and the au-
dience cheered Abraham and 
his dancers with enthusiasm 
that can only be borne from 
deep appreciation and satis-
faction.”     
        
 - Tameka L Cage  
   Pittsburgh Courier

“Abraham’s category-defying 
choreography, which makes a 
leap in originality and expres-
siveness here with the help of 
a stellar cast.” 

 - Brian Seibert







eye spy LA
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NEW YORK CHOREOGRA-
PHER KYLE ABRAHAM’S 
LOS ANGELES DEBUT

by KELLY HARGRAVES

One thing you don’t often get 
at REDCAT is a sexy dance 
show. You get all kinds of 
challenged, intrigued, mysti-
fied and blurry eyed, but not 
too often do you get to just feel 
the vibe of really beautiful men 
and women ripping the stage 
and bringing the heat! Kyle 
Abraham and his company of 
6 other dancers are so damn 
hot! I enthusiastically encour-
age you to get to REDCAT this 
weekend and just plain enjoy 
what the body can do.
Abraham’s ‘Radio Show’ is 
an homage to 70s black radio 
(he hails from PA) as well as 
to his father. As you enter the 
space you are greeted by a 
soundtrack that plays a huge 
role throughout this piece—
part nostalgia, part groove, 
part irony, narrative and over 
riding tone. Selecting a long 
list of classic Motown, gospel 
and soul, that transitions into 
current hip hop and R&B, late 
night call in shows, and talk ra-
dio DJs from a time when DJs 
were gods and other moments 
only radio can bring are mixed 
throughout. 
As the soundtrack shifts be-
tween stations (old school turn-
ing the dial, not pre-set digital 
auto tune) so do we experience 

static moments aurally, that are 
then smoothly and clearly mir-
rored in the minds and bodies 
of the movers. Transitions are 
the currency of this piece. 
Trying to find your voice, a 
sound, or vibe within, is ap-
propriately introduced in Abra-
ham’s beginning solo, set to the 
classic “Needle in a Haystack. 
” It’s a sinewy, subtle and ex-
plosive segment that staight-
up tells you that Abraham can 
kick your ass with his dance. 
There is a strength and sexi-
ness, that is not forced, not in 
your face, but instead a calm 
confident tone that is endearing 
and enthralling. The man pulls 
you in with his body’s smooth-
ness but then abruptly inter-
rupts the trance with twitches 
that express the underlying pa-
thos of the piece (his father’s 
loss through Alzheimer's) as he 
struggles to find his thoughts 
and his own voice in the physi-
cal plane. But there’s no time 
to dwell on the strife, because 
soon, and throughout the entire 
piece, moments will begin and 
stop, repeat and retreat. 
Several solos are mingled 
throughout the 67 minutes, 
many that don’t come as close 
to the same ferocity of a danc-
ing Abraham, but still continue 
the beautiful flow of the cho-
reographic palette: a beautiful 
use of the whole body in full 
extension and quick drops with 
little brilliant flickers to keep 
it alive.
There’s a recurring trio of 
women, who first resemble 
the classic back up singers, a 
la the Supremes--they are truly 
gorgeous divas. Then a more 

cast members show up, al-
most unexpectedly. Two more 
men, who move as lushly as 
the women, don’t have nearly 
enough time on stage. 
Group sections bring really nice 
layered synchronized move-
ment patterns, performed with 
precision. There’s a duet or two 
that sneak toward replaying the 
narrative of the soundtrack’s 
lyrics. Not in a mimicky way 
though. They aren’t popping 
and locking or doing the hus-
tle. Well, maybe they are , but 
it’s so sophistically stylized it’s 
all good. The dance content is 
clearly modern based with the 
wide sweeping spaces of Li-
mon and geometric structure 
of Cunningham (and they are 
beautifully trained). The music 
informs the movement more-
so by setting the tone, captur-
ing the mood, and finding the 
groove for the whole thing to 
live within. 
Lighting by Dan Scully al-
ternates between rock stage, 
dance theater, clubs and inti-
mate interiors. Costumes by 
Sarah Cubbage, first appear 
to be pants and shirts but soon 
reveal cut out backs that al-
low you to enjoy the articu-
lated muscle movement of the 
dancers body. Another symbol 
of the spaces missing between 
the fine tuning.
Did I mention it’s sexy?
And, did I mention that it’s just 
plain good dance? What a re-
lief! So nice to see someone 
pull emotion through bodies 
and across the stage through 
well oiled mechanics and met-
aphor. There are a few unnec-
essary moments, but like with 

any good radio station, it all 
mixes and changes in a mo-
ment.
I have a beloved ballet teacher 
who often says “This is an op-
portunity for beauty people!” 
It’s very rare that I say some-
thing is “good” just cause it’s 
pretty, but this is one of those 
moments where the music, the 
mood and the moves all reso-
nate so nicely it’s a beautiful 
thing. And did I mention that 
it’s sexy?
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TAKING OFF

by SIOBHAN BURKE

In high school, before he ever 
took a formal dance class, Kyle 
Abraham was a regular on the 
rave scene in his hometown of 
Pittsburgh. When he wasn’t 
practicing cello or taking 
visual art classes, he went 
clubbing.
 “My friends and I would be 
the only people dancing all 
night,” recalls the 33-year-old 
Abraham, artistic director of 
Abraham.In.Motion, the New 
York–based company he 
launched in 2006. “People 
thought that doing drugs was 
how you would stay dancing. 
But we never touched the 
drugs. The key was to use the 
music as a drug.”
 Those nights of losing himself 
on the dance floor—combined 
with his conservatory educa-
tion at SUNY Purchase and 
stints dancing for choreogra-
phers like David Dorfman and 
Bill T. Jones—have given 
Abraham his unique choreo-
graphic touch. In works like 
his Bessie Award–winning The 
Radio Show (2010) and his 
in-progress Live! The Realest 
MC, he delivers as much pure 
pleasure as emotional com-
plexity, whether delving into 
themes of gender, racial iden-
tity, and community, or letting 
his dancers just dance.
 While Abraham’s movement 

palette ranges from Cunning-
ham to capoeira, his work, the-
matically, remains rooted in 
home. “Almost everything I 
make refers to my life growing 
up in Pittsburgh,” he says. , his 
first evening-length piece, 
examines the loss of two 
voices from his childhood: his 
father’s, due to Alzheimer’s 
and aphasia; and his 
community’s, with the recent 
shutting down of WAMO 
106.7, a much-loved Pitts-
burgh radio station. The results 
are both nostalgic and brac-
ingly current, at times surging 
with the pulse of popular cul-
ture, at others zeroing in on an 
individual’s rich inner life.
 Music continues to be a stimu-
lant for Abraham, who was a 
2009 “25 to Watch,” and his 
musicality intoxicating for 
audiences. He can ride the 
subtle undercurrents of any 
song—be it hip hop, indie, 
classical, or soul—bringing 
buried rhythms to the surface 
in swaths of luscious yet intri-
cate movement. His commen-
tary on hip hop culture pro-
duces some of the funniest, 
most astute moments in his 
work. In The Radio Show, he 
parodies rap lyrics like 
“shorty,” “in da club,” and 
“sippin’ Patrón.” In Live! he 
does a solo to the voice of an 
instructional video on how to 
do a hip roll. “Make it real 
smooth,” the instructor says. 
Irony aside, Abraham couldn’t 
look smoother.
 As for the term “emerging,” 
which can be an ego-bruiser 
for some, Abraham welcomes 
it. “I’m always striving to get 
to some new plateau,” he says. 

“If you’ve arrived, where are 
you gonna go next? I want 
everyone to know what we’re 
doing. Until our message has 
reached every single person in 
the world, I’m still emerging.”
Current projects: June 5–6, 
Abraham presents a new work, 
currently titled The Quiet 
Dance, at The Joyce. Live! The 
Realest MC, commissioned by 
The Kitchen, premieres in De-
cember. “In some ways it’s a 
Pinocchio story, about this 
character’s quest to be a real 
boy,” Abraham says. “He 
thinks being this hip hop MC 
will make people respect him.”
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PERSONAS IN MOTION

by VALERIE GLADSTONE

In the Vimeo trailer shot by 
visual artist Carrie Schneider 
for choreographer Kyle 
Abraham’s new work, Live! 
The Realest MC, a young boy 
hurries along a lonely city 
street, interrupted by images of 
cracked pavement and barbed 
wire. The camera stutters, 
stops and starts, switching 
quickly from his face to boys 
racing around a corner. He 
picks a delicate white flower 
and squeezes it in his hand.
The boy in the video could 
have been Abraham as he was 
growing up in Pittsburgh, fear-
ful that being gay might get 
him beaten up and ostracized 
by the hip-hop community. In 
the story of Pinocchio he found 
an allegory on which to base 
his excursion into the dark and 
lonely place of his childhood.
“I was inspired by Pinocchio’s 
quest to be a so-called real 
boy,” Abraham says on the 
phone from Ireland, where he 
is choreographing a work for 
the Irish Modern Dance The-
ater. “I put it in a gay context, 
with a boy struggling with his 
identity when surrounded by 
hip-hop bravado. I remember 
lowering my voice in my teens 
to make it sound deeper so I 
would fit in.”
Abraham has long interwoven 
his own personal history with 

larger themes, first as a student 
at the Pittsburgh Creative and 
Performing Arts High School 
and later at SUNY Purchase 
and NYU’s Tisch School of the 
Arts. In Radio Show, which 
won a Bessie (New York 
Dance and Performance 
Award) in 2010, he explored 
his father’s Alzheimer’s and 
the end of old-time radio sta-
tions in Pittsburgh.
This time around, he gives his 
stand-in, Pinocchio, a hip-hop 
persona. He is related to the 
title character in his smashing 
solo, Inventing Pookie Jenkins, 
from 2006. “He struggles with 
the difference between who he 
is when he’s alone and who he 
is in public,” Abraham 
explains.
For Live! The Realest MC and 
his previous work, Opus 1, an 
homage to photographer Ead-
weard Muybridge, Abraham 
collaborated with Schneider. 
“Kyle knows how distracting 
video can be in performances,” 
she says, “so he uses it differ-
ently. He breaks it up and frac-
tures it unconventionally. He 
turns it into dream sequence. 
He’s bold; he’s not afraid. He 
breaks rules in powerful 
ways.”
This isn’t surprising for an 
artist who takes inspiration 
from Merce Cunningham and 
Ralph Lemon and who danced 
with the Bill T. Jones/Arnie 
Zane Dance Company and 
David Dorfman Dance. But he 
wants people to know that his 
new work has comedic ele-
ments and a soundtrack, which 
he produced, with the flavor of 
’90s rap as well some tunes 
from jazz pianist Bill Evans.

From Ireland, Abraham goes 
on to nonstop work back home, 
his career booming. Asked 
how he feels about being 
today’s hot young choreogra-
pher, he replies, “I’ve been 
caught off guard at how many 
great things can happen.”
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BEST DANCE CONCERT

by JANE VRANISH

Pittsburgh dance is in a growth 
spurt, a good thing for the art 
form. But that meant, due to 
scheduling jams on weekends, 
it wasn't possible to see it all. 
It also meant that it was harder 
than ever to pick a Top 10. 
With a nod to other contenders 
like Gia Cacalano, Nicole 
Canuso, Heidi Latsky and 
Staycee Pearl dance project, 
the list was undeniably a hair-
splitter as never before.

1. Nora Chipaumire (August 
Wilson Center for African 
American Culture, March 8): 
The title by this Zim- 
babwean-born artist is a 
mouthful: lions will roar, 
swans will fly, angels will 
wrestle heaven, rains will 
break: gukurahundi. The per-
formance was also an eyeful, 
filled with Ms. Chipaumire's 
gloriously authentic movement 
and a mesmerizing video pro-
jection that swirled around it. 
And it was an earful, courtesy 
of Thomas Mapfumo, the leg-
endary Afropop pioneer and 
The Blacks Unlimited. The 
emotional impact of this Afri-
can odyssey still resonates.

2. Paul Taylor Dance Company 
(Pittsburgh Dance Council, 

Byham Theater, Oct. 22): He 
is a modern master, the leading 
choreographer of his genera-
tion. We got a swell overlook 
of his extensive repertoire with 
"Mercuric Tidings" (1982), 
"Piazzolla Caldera" (1997) and 
"Three Dubious Memories" 
(2010), all magnificently per-
formed by those singular 
Taylor dancers. No one else 
delivers such a blend of 
humanity, humor and math-
ematical intellect.

3. Stephen Petronio Dance 
Company (PDC, Byham, Jan. 
22): Maybe Mr. Taylor offered 
a view of 50-plus years and 
Mr. Petronio weighed in at 
only his 25th anniversary. 
Maybe that's why there was 
this sense of urban urgency in 
his New York-laden choreog-
raphy. All kidding aside, it was 
all delivered with a clarity and 
energy that grabbed the stage.

4. Abraham.In.Motion (Kelly-
Strayhorn Theater, Nov. 18): 
Kyle Abraham is the biggest 
choreographic force coming 
out of Pittsburgh and has taken 
a prominent place as a must-
see choreographer on the New 
York scene. In "Live! The Re-
alest MC," a hip-hop take on 
Pinocchio, he did a star turn as 
the bullied puppet/boy. Con-
sider this a two-fer -- Mr. Abra-
ham also performed at the 
August Wilson Center May 21 
with his previous hit, "The 
Radio Show," choreographi-
cally compelling although 
unfortunately marred by 
numerous lighting errors that 
stopped the performance. But 
I don't think Mr. Abraham 

minds keeping company with 
the likes of the venerable 
artists ahead of him on this list.

5. Pennsylvania Dance Theatre 
(Kelly-Strayhorn, Sept. 9): 
German expressionist Andre 
Koslowski's physical theater 
work, "por la blanda arena," 
still vividly transports its 
seemingly disparate images of 
roses, body parts and wet 
tissue. A work with brush 
strokes of absurdist brilliance.

6. newMoves Festival (Kelly-
Strayhorn, May 12-15): In its 
third year, this festival 
attracted a savvy audience of 
dance lovers and artistic 
adventurers. The overall cho-
reographic standard went up, 
and the festival expanded to 
other sites, a real achievement 
for KST.

7. Attack Theatre (New Hazlett 
Theater, Jan. 21): This pro-
gram was simply called Show 
#58, which was an accom-
plishment in itself. It nimbly 
stretched from "Typeset," a 
nifty little dance noir piece, to 
an educational video game and 
a minimalist psycho-dance. 
Because the Attackers like to 
turn things upside down, it all 
ended with "Beginnings" and, 
of course, included the com-
pany's terrific house band, 
Dave Eggar and Deoro.

8. Pittsburgh Ballet Theatre 
(Benedum Center, April 15): 
Even though the PBT dancers 
don't necessarily train in the 
Balanchine style, they dug 
deep to tackle some master-
works in the dramatic "The 

Prodigal Son" and abstract 
"Agon," with a nifty "Sylvia 
Pas de Deux" thrown into the 
mix.

9. Quantum Theatre (East Lib-
erty YMCA, March 24): So 
"Maria de Buenos Aires" was 
technically an opera produced 
by a theater group. But the 
essential underpinnings came 
from the dance. Composed by 
lord of the tango Astor Piaz-
zolla and rendered by Quan-
tum Theatre, both Quantum 
director Karla Boos and Attack 
Theatre's Michele de la Reza 
contributed mightily to a pro-
duction that constantly moved 
with all of its essential ele-
ments in sync.

10. August Wilson Center 
Dance Ensemble (August 
Wilson Center, Jan. 23): Many 
an American dance company 
would kill for the kind of pro-
gramming that artistic director 
Greer Jones conjured up in 
AWCDE's first year. With pre-
mieres by Kyle Abraham, An-
tonio Brown and Darrell Grand 
Moultrie, this young and excit-
ing company had a ready-
made, built-in touring pro-
gram, "The Dynamic Men of 
Dance," that helped to launch 
its early success.
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KYLE ABRAHAM – LIVE! 
THE REALEST MC – 
PENNSYLVANIA

by STEVE SUCATO

Bessie award-winning chore-
ographer Kyle Abraham has 
made a career out of creating 
dance works inspired by his 
own life experiences as a 
young gay African-American 
man. His works for his New 
York-based dance company 
Abraham.In.Motion have cen-
tered on themes of sexuality, 
gender and African-American 
life. His latest work, Live! The 
Realest MC, which he and his 
dance company world pre-
miered in Abraham’s home-
town of Pittsburgh, Pennsylva-
nia, was no different.
The talented young 
dancer/choreographer delved 
deeper into those recurrent 
themes and created a dark and 
intense dance-theater work 
suffused with the pain of deny-
ing one’s true self in order to 
fit in.
Set to an industrial and atmo-
spheric soundtrack featuring 
music by Pan Sonic & Slick 
Rick, James Blake and jazz 
pianist Bill Evans, the 60-
minute piece prophetically 
began with the sounds of a 
brewing thunderstorm.
Abraham, costumed in a spar-
kling sequined shirt rose stiffly 
and moved unsteadily from the 
stage floor like a newborn 
fawn finding its legs. 
Abraham’s rigid movements 
hinted at the storybook charac-

ter Pinocchio and his quest to 
become a real boy, which Live! 
The Realest MC was partially 
inspired by.
Tension grew as three dancers 
imbued with street-wise urban 
bravado joined Abraham on 
stage strutting about and pos-
turing for one another and 
Abraham.
Although not a linear narrative, 
Live! The Realest MC was 
delivered via a series of 
dance-theater vignettes featur-
ing Abraham’s signature blend 
of hip-hop and contemporary 
movement. Lonely characters 
reached out emotionally to one 
another in several of them but 
more often than not they failed 
to connect. Same sex encoun-
ters fell under watchful gazes 
and sparked malicious intent.
The vignettes portrayed a 
number of images including 
those of sex and sexuality, per-
secution, bullying and intoler-
ance.
Highlighting the work were 
several humorous vignettes 
centered around instructional 
hip hop videos taken from 
YouTube. One featured a 
middle-aged Caucasian 
woman with a southern drawl 
rather lamely instructing view-
ers on the finer points of hip-
hop dancing. Although used in 
the work primarily as farce, the 
woman’s unyielding passion to 
pursue a hip-hop lifestyle she 
was so ill-suited for played 
into the work’s underlying 
theme of acceptance and the 
consequences of being differ-
ent.
The work climaxed in a rivet-
ing and powerfully disturbing 
solo by Abraham in which he 
vacillated between the fabri-

cated persona of a tough, 
straight urban male and a vul-
nerable youth crying to his 
mother after being bullied for 
his sexual preference.
Abraham standing before an 
open mic and sporting a hip-
hop “mean mug” was abso-
lutely brilliant in the split per-
sonality solo. His acting skills 
as well as his dance skills were 
mesmerizing and his perfor-
mance reverberated with sheer 
genius.
On the whole Live! The Real-
est MC was a triumph with 
adroit performances by all of 
Abraham.In.Motion’s dancers. 
The work was filled with many 
indelible images whose emo-
tional impact lingered long 
after the final curtain fell.
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KYLE ABRAHAM'S 'RADIO 
SHOW' AT REDCAT

by LEWIS SEGAL

Onstage at the REDCAT, New 
York-based choreographer 
Kyle Abraham is dancing a 
sublimely funky R&B solo 
with such perfect panache that 
it's a shock when he suddenly 
pauses, his head sadly nod-
ding, one hand twitching, as if 
his soul train had become sud-
denly, irrevocably derailed.
The back of his shirt is slashed 
and torn, the recorded music 
chopped into a collage of frag-
ments, and the sense of conti-
nuity -- social as well as per-
sonal -- fractured beyond 
repair. Welcome to “The Radio 
Show,” Abraham's nonlinear 
75-minute action-painting of 
contemporary America that 
opened Wednesday for a four-
performance run.
Abraham's feelings about the 
closure of a Pittsburgh radio 
station and his father's descent 
into Alzheimer's shaped the 
piece, but its sense of displace-
ment and loss transcends spe-
cifics. One moment Elyse 
Morris will exult in her high-
voltage virtuosity and the next 
her control will shatter into 
violent spasms or a mournful 
stillness. Intimacy between 
Rena Butler and Chalvar Mon-

teiro looks promising but 
hasn't a chance. And Hsiao-Jou 
Tang doesn't even struggle 
against the changes she sees in 
herself. Her meditative solo-
in-silence is mostly about res-
ignation.
With few exceptions, the per-
vasive movement style is so 
bold and even fearless that you 
might not spot the intricacy of 
the choreography until the 
whole seven-member com-
pany dances in pluperfect 
unison. Indeed, matched 
moves make the second half of 
the piece an exciting company 
showpiece -- but often at the 
cost of the thematic rigor of 
Part 1.
There are a few intimations of 
Abraham's initial premise (his 
twitching hand just before the 
final fade-out, for example). 
But mostly you'll find a more 
literal approach to the selected 
songs along with an audience-
participation segment convey-
ing the forced jollity of a call-
in radio show. It's all entertain-
ing, one way or another, but 
not as remarkable as the deeply 
mournful vision brilliantly 
physicalized early on.
In addition to the dancers men-
tioned, the company includes 
Rachelle Rafailedes and 
Maleek Mahkail Washington. 
Dan Scully designed a lighting 
plan that subjects the dancers 
to moments of painful isolation 
as well as glaring assault. 
Somber music by Amber Lee 
Parker supplements the pop 
tracks dominating the evening.
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OWNING IT: KYLE ABRA-
HAM IN FAST AND SLOW 
MOTION

by JULIE POTTER

Dance artist and choreogra-
pher Kyle Abraham isn’t go-
ing on vacation anytime soon 
and he admits his next day 
off will be in August. “I try 
to work really really hard, I 
never take days off, which I 
need, but I’d rather get work 
done,” says Abraham. His 
work is paying off. Originally 
from Pittsburgh, PA, and now 
based in New York City, Abra-
ham visits San Francisco this 
weekend to perform two solos 
in the Black Choreographers 
Festival at the ODC Theater.
“The first one is part of a new 
group work that I premiere in 
December 2011 at The Kitch-
en in New York, and I recent-
ly performed it in a program 
called American Realness in 
January. The second work is 
composed of excerpts from 
solos that I performed in the 
“Heartbreaks and Homies” 
show at Joe’s Pub last week-
end in New York.” says Abra-
ham. “The first is from a new 
work called Live!:The Realest 
MC. It’s in some ways a play 
on Pinocchio, but instead of 
a quest to be a real boy, it is 
a quest for realness in terms 
of using a gay vernacular and 
looking at hip-hop culture as 
a pinnacle of masculinity, and 
at the adoration of hip-hop 
personalities. So this charac-

ter wants to own that in some 
way. The other solo is just 
love songs.” 
For the recent performance 
at the intimate Joe’s Pub, 
Abraham enlisted choreogra-
phers Faye Driscoll and Da-
vid Dorfman (with whom he 
has performed for the last five 
years) to share the evening. “I 
have my idols for sure,” says 
Abraham. “Kevin Wynn has 
been a huge idol for me, and 
Ralph Lemon, so I’m always 
intrigued and inspired by the 
work that they do. I still am 
trying to get a grasp on all 
that kind of stuff. I also talk to 
Reggie Wilson a lot.”
Abraham danced with Bill 
T. Jones immediately af-
ter completing undergrad at 
SUNY Purchase College in 
2000. In the years since, he’s 
earned his MFA from New 
York University and has built 
a company, Abraham in Mo-
tion. Gaining momentum, he 
recently receiving a “Bessie” 
award (New York Dance and 
Performance Award) for his 
work The Radio Show, and 
this summer, he takes part in 
Jacob’s Pillow Dance Festival 
for the fourth year in a row, to 
perform a joint evening with 
Camille A. Brown.
“What I like to do,” Abraham 
says, “is present the work 
in Pittsburgh before it goes 
anywhere else. I feel like it’s 
something about being from 
there. All of the work is al-
ways inspired in some way 
from my life experience, so 
for me it’s great to have it first 
be shown there before it goes 
out somewhere else.” A resi-
dency at the Kelly Strayhorn 

Theater in Pittsburgh helped 
Abraham develop the first 
sketches of The Radio Show, 
which will tour the country 
next year. He looks forward 
to returning to his hometown 
this May for a performance at 
the August Wilson Center.
Hip-hop enlivens Abraham’s 
life experience and his work. 
“I was born in ‘77, and hip-
hop was in that pocket, so it 
has always been ingrained in 
me. My first concert was Slick 
Rick,” he says. “It’s always 
been organic for me, and 
then over the years, study-
ing various dance forms, all 
of those things later influence 
the movement. If I’m making 
phrase work, there’s always 
going to be some kind of hip-
hop or urban aesthetic that’s 
going to come out naturally.” 
It certainly comes out in the 
solos at the Black Choreog-
raphers Festival, along with 
stunning explosions of limbs 
and quick switches back to 
calm and control.
Part of Abraham’s creative 
practice is to see a lot of work 
and be inspired by who and 
what surrounds him, includ-
ing this trip to San Francisco. 
“I first came to San Francisco 
to find a nice transition be-
tween not dancing and com-
ing back into dance and trying 
to figure out what I wanted to 
do next,” he says. “So coming 
here [again], even though I’m 
performing, still has a lot of 
vacation energy in a way, be-
cause I can clear my mind a 
lot and think about what I’m 
going to do next.”
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KYLE ABRAHAM, LIVE! 
THE REALEST MC

by VIRGINIA THAYER

Following his company's 
weekend run of The Radio 
Show, the multi-talented Kyle 
Abraham performed last night 
a solo preview of Live! The 
Realest MC, a work in devel-
opment that will eventually be 
an ensemble piece. 
Kyle Abraham Solo Excerpt of 
Live! The Realest MC (work-
in-progress) Part 4.
I predicted this piece would be 
really relevant to our commu-
nity, with its focus on the ten-
sions and dynamics of gender, 
racial, and sexual identity, and 
it was (boy, am I good). But 
one raw, emotional section in 
particular, wherein Abraham 
cowers, stammering into the 
mic about having been attacked 
simply for holding hands with 
someone, hit home the most. 
Sound familiar? I just wish that 
the kind of people who com-
mit hate crimes like that were 
the kind of people who would 
come see a show like this.
As a dancer, Kyle Abraham 
seems convinced he has wings, 
and here we get to see lots of 
his birdlike stretching, preen-
ing, pecking, and attempts at 
flight. At times funny, always 

athletic and impressively artic-
ulate, the man is a master of his 
body as a storytelling medium.
I had two minor quibbles with 
the show as it was last night, 
which will hopefully be worked 
out in the next few months be-
fore the ensemble production 
debuts at The Kitchen. The 
first has to do with the micro-
phone, the only object onstage 
with Abraham. I just wish it 
was used more, or out of the 
way when it wasn't being used. 
Some of the most electric mo-
ments of the piece came when 
Abraham used his voice as 
well as his body, so I wanted 
more of that. My hope is that 
there's a lot more MC action in 
the final product to back up the 
"Realest MC" claim.
The other thing was similar to 
what Jenna noted about The 
Radio Show: pacing issues. 
There were a couple repeti-
tive lulls that leaked momen-
tum, sharply contrasting with 
the more explosive sections 
that came in sudden bursts. 
The narrative line got muddy 
in spots.
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DANCE REVIEW
SENDING SIGNALS WITH 
SONGS, STRUTS AND 
STATIC
By CLAUDIA LA ROCCO

Storms like the miserable, 
windy mess that hit New York 
on Thursday make it easy to 
cancel evening plans. Is it re-
ally worth getting cold and wet 
to see another show?
If it’s “The Radio Show,” 

yes. Kyle Abraham’s new 
work, created in collaboration 
with his company, Abraham.
In.Motion, opened Thursday at 
Danspace Project, and soggy 
shoes seemed a small price 
to pay for admission to this 
layered, carefully structured 
dance.
The roughly 90-minute eve-
ning was set up like a diptych, 
with “AM 860” and “106.7 
FM” separated by an inter-
mission. (A preshow set the 
mood as viewers filtered in.) 
The titles refer to sister stations 
in Pittsburgh, where Mr. Abra-
ham grew up, and the score fea-
tures snippets of call-in radio, 
along with numerous popular 
songs, passages of static and 
electronic pulses and original 
music by Amber Lee Parker.
These audio elements hint at 
broader conversations on a 
host of topics in social poli-
tics, including relationships, 
sexuality and race. Mr. Abra-
ham’s voluptuous yet formal-
ist movement choices do the 
same, building on themes with-
in “Brick,” the powerful solo 
he performed two years ago at 
Dance Theater Workshop.
Hyper-masculine or sexualized 
feminine gestures and poses 

bled into lunging, buckling 
skeins of choreography that 
brought to mind a rich spec-
trum of contemporary dance, 
from Ronald K. Brown to Tri-
sha Brown. Sometimes these 
phrases stuttered, then ground 
to a halt, the dancers’ bodies 
shaking or freezing as if sty-
mied by too many choices: 
what mask to wear today?
The cast of seven, Mr. Abra-
ham included, was as fierce 
as the choreography. Jeremy 
Nedd, Rachelle Rafailedes and 
Mr. Abraham were particularly 
impressive, balancing fluidity 
with finely calibrated preci-
sion. It isn’t easy to look equal-
ly convincing whether strutting 
and preening or rocketing from 
relevé balances to the floor and 
back up again on the knuckles 
of your toes.
Sarah Cubbage’s handsome, 
sexy costumes, featuring high-
waisted, wide-legged trousers 
and shirts with cutaway backs, 
captured Mr. Abraham’s mix of 
austerity and sensuality. So did 
Dan Scully’s lighting, which 
employed a back row of lights 
close to the floor to spike the 
quieter overall design with a 
showbiz atmosphere.
Mr. Abraham is still young; 

“The Radio Show” is his com-
pany’s first full-evening work, 
and it could do with more care-
ful editing in places, and fewer 
belaboring of points in others. 
But his continuing investiga-
tion into contemporary culture 
is to be applauded, and encour-
aged. It’s smart and self-aware, 
and luscious too: the complete 
package.



Jacob's Pillow: Kyle Abraham 
/ Abraham.In.Motion

Saturday August 14, 2010

BECKET -- What a pleasure 
it is to watch Kyle Abraham 
in motion. He embodies both 
Yin and Yang -- linking sinu-
ous pliancy and macho mus-
cularity, abandon and control. 
Appropriately, Abraham.
In.Motion is also the name 
of his company, now on view 
at the Pillow's Doris Duke. 
Named by Dance Magazine in 
2009 as "one of 25 to watch," 
Abraham is bursting with ideas 
that move far beyond dance 
and choreography.
Born into the hip-hop culture 
of the 70s, he was classically 
trained in both dance and mu-
sic, and his choreography 
is a fluid fusion of ballet, mod-
ern, and urban streetdance. 
This program is a compact re-
flection of his young profes-
sional life to date -- first as a 
solo performing artist, and 
lately, as a choreographer. It 
includes "Inventing Pookie 
Jenkins," a silky, multi-identi-
ty solo he created in 2006 that 
ratcheted him to public and 
critical notice, and two recent 
works, "The Radio Show," 
and "Op.1" created in part at 
the Pillow through a Creative 
Development Residency.
The three are all of a piece, 
grounded in Abraham's per-
sonal and artistic upbringing. 
Each speaks about the urban 
hood culture he knows deeply. 
Each is peopled with characters 

of that world and their various 
struggles concerning identity, 
relationships, and life with all 
its hopes and disillusions.
"Pookie" stands as the most 
riveting memory from this pro-
gram: the man is first class. But 
the other two works show that 
he's on his way to a bigger vi-
sion.
In theme and movement, both 
are grounded in the same stuff 
and proceed in kinetic bursts 
that give way to stillness and 
the purely mundane, then, back 
to streaming, spacious elastic-
ity. But they are very different 
in productive values. While 
sheer vision and talent rules 
"The Radio Show," production 
sophistication emerges in "Op. 
1." "Radio" seems almost like 
a home video in comparison.
Yes, it explores a history, so it 
should appear slightly dated. 
It's about the loss of 106.7 FM 
and AM 860, sister radio sta-
tions that dominated the Pitts-
burgh of Abraham's childhood. 
He hantdles this deftly the 
eclectic soundtrack selection 
-- 60s and 70s pop, R&B,soul 
to present -- and in the way the 
music, call-in voices, and static 
proceed as hiccups, gradually 
giving over to a flat techni-
cal bzzzzzz as the stations 
sputter and die. But staging 
details, particularly lighting, 
seem glaringly low-tech and 
in-your-face, like the intermit-
tent use of -- literally blinding 
-- bottom-lights on the back-
stage wall, seemingly for the 
purpose of evoking a "memory 
haze."
By contrast, "Op. 1" occurs 
within a virtual landscape, 
against a video backdrop, and 

also through a scrim, on which 
abstract projections dance. 
Highlighting from above casts 
shadows that emphasize sculp-
tural moments of stillness, al-
low shuffled pairings of danc-
ers and genders, and plays up 
exquisite examples of con-
trolled movement.
To create this dance at the Pil-
low, Abraham brought some 
ideas inspired by E. Muy-
bridge, who pioneered stop-
motion photography, reduc-
ing movement sequences into 
infinitesimal still shots. While 
here, he watched archival Muy-
bridge video clips, and made 
use of his male wrestling and 
female dancing images. "Op.1" 
is rich with Muybridge-like 
fragmented movement. But 
it comes across most vividly 
through the fragmented screen 
projections and lighting, both 
afforded by his Pillow resi-
dency. They elevate Abraham 
to a whole new sphere of "one 
to watch."
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AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL 
AND ABSOLUTELY MES-
MERIZING

A snake slithers slowly across 
a screen during one of Kyle 
Abraham’s dances, and while 
it’s probably not meant to rep-
resent Abraham as a dancer, 
watching him is like watching 
a python — he is silky smooth, 
powerful with a supple, undu-
lating torso, and you can’t take 
your eyes off him. He has built 
a company in his own image 
— all his dancers can move 
like he does but, at the same 
time, it is a collection of origi-
nals. 
Abraham’s company, 
Abraham.in.Motion, per-
formed last week at Jacob’s 
Pillow and “Op. 1,” a world 
premiere, was created there 
through creative development 
residence. Inspired by the 
wrestling photographs of Ead-

weard Muybridge, it takes 
place on an off-center square 
carved by light that suggests a 
boxing ring. The dancers are 
stone-faced and never make 
eye contact, almost robotic in 
mien, except when they are 
actually wrestling. Projections 
on a scrim in front of the stage 
come and go — lines squiggle 
horizontally and vertically like 
a portcullis separating dancers 
from audience, but then retreat 
and disappear.  The abstract 
string music by Ryoki Ikeda is 
slow and meditative, the danc-
ing compact and explosive.
At one point, two women take 
their tops off, covering their 
breasts with their arms, and 
lower themselves backwards 
onto two supine men. They rise 
up and walk away into the 
darkness. If it’s a sex scene, it’s 
bloodless, but fascinating.
“Inventing Pookie Jenkins” is 
a solo for Abraham. He’s 
bare-chested, in a white tulle 
ballet tutu. He begins in quiet, 
sitting on the floor, back to the 

audience, skirt gathered 
around him in a pool of light. 
One arm lifts, strong but with 
fingers delicate like a ballerina, 
and reaches behind him to find 
the other curving to meet it. 
The movement repeats, but is 
interrupted by gunshots and 
sirens. Abraham abandons the 
sequence and picks up a boom-
box, taking on a streetwise 
swagger. He walks into the 
audience, high-fiving and say-
ing “wussup.” As a young 
black gay dancer, Abraham 
must navigate such extremes 
in his persona all the time — 
welcome to his world.
“The Radio Show” is a tribute 
to Motown, Disco and R&B, 
and the now-shuttered radio 
stations that brought that music 
to Pittsburgh, where he grew 
up listening to it.
As in the first two pieces, the 
movements here are often plot-
ted on a diagonal — one 
dancer moving from upper left 
to lower right, or three lined up 
diagonally, moving in unison 

but without connecting to each 
other directly.  The dancing is 
more athletic, with powerful 
leg extensions and quick 
changes of direction and 
weight. The lyrics to the songs, 
by Aretha Franklin, The 
Velvelettes, Lady Gaga and 
many others, provide scraps of 
character and plot:  “I realize I 
love you” as a couple duet and 
then fight, which segues into  
“I’m going out and you better 
be here when I get back.”  The 
dance is nearly an hour long 
and yet never loses its momen-
tum — it’s fascinating to watch 
from beginning to end. 
All of the dancers were superb 
but two particularly stood out:  
Raymond Pinto, an 18-year-
old Connecticut native, whose 
long legs and arms moved with 
speed and precision, and Am-
ber Lee Parker, who was sim-
ply stunningly beautiful in per-
son and in movement. 
Together, she, Abraham and 
the other dancers created a 
visual feast.
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DANCE TO THE RADIO
TUNE INTO KYLE 
ABRAHAM’S NEWEST 
WORK
by SUSAN REITER
During a week that sees sev-
eral of the dance world’s 
most established and veteran 
figures open their New York 
seasons, one of the most in-
triguing newer artists on the 
scene is offering his first full 
evening of work in the City. 
Kyle Abraham has made a 
riveting impression with his 
sinuous-yet-funky, elegantly 
articulated dancing whenever 
he has turned up. But with
Radio Show, he is taking a 
major step, offering a work 
for seven dancers (himself in-
cluded) filled with juicy, var-
ied movement and propelled 
by thoughtful, evocative in-
quiry.
A Pittsburgh native, Abraham 
is referencing his hometown 
in this piece, specifically, its 
popular radio station WAMO 
that was taken off the air last 
September. He grew up lis-
tening to the station’s mix of 
soul and R&B, always turned 
it whenever he arrived back 
for a visit and still speaks of 
it in the present tense, like a 
relative whose loss has not 
yet fully registered. “It is the 
only urban voice on the radio 
there,” he said at St. Mark’s 
Church after his company, 
Abraham.In.Motion, had run 
through the piece, which is in 
two halves, “AM” and “FM.”
“When WAMO went off the 
air, I started thinking about 

what radio is to a community, 
especially an urban communi-
ty, where a lot of people aren’t 
going to counseling. People 
calling in, voicing their opin-
ion in a way that, to me, is a 
connection to therapy or coun-
seling. To not have that, what 
does that do to a community?”
Also feeding into the ideas he 
is exploring was a more per-
sonal experience: watching 
his father cope with Alzheim-
er’s disease and lose his abil-
ity to communicate through 
speech. “The parallel for me is 
the loss of the voice. There’s 
the loss of a voice in an urban 
community, and now my fa-
ther’s inability to say how he 
feels about a certain situation. 
I am looking at these things 
I layers. I wanted to keep I 
mind that I did not want to 
make a downer piece, because 
it’s a heavy subject.” The mix 
of classic soul and hip-hop 
tracks he has assembled (with 
a score by Alva Noto woven 
in) certainly should mitigate 
against that worry.
Abraham studied the cello be-
fore discovering dance during 
high school, getting hooked 
enough to go for his BFA at 
SUNY Purchase and his MFA 
from NYU Tisch School of 
the Arts. But while his danc-
ing has long attracted notice 
and high praise, he was always 
focused on making dances as 
well as performing. “The only 
reason I chose to go to col-
lege for dance, and to go to a 
performing arts school, was 
to have more tools to make 
dance,” he said. He currently 
performs with David Dorf-
man Dance, and did a brief 
stint with Bill T. Jones after 
college. He mentions having 

stopped dancing for a year 
and a half after that, but stops 
short of saying there was a 
connection.
But he’s certainly dancing 
now. As he went through his 
opening solo, one could sense 
occasional allusions to street 
dancing—in its suppleness 
and spontaneity—but also the 
intelligence and control with 
which he performs. As his 
dancers joined in, often for 
solos or (sometimes overlap-
ping) duets, there were intro-
spective and disturbing mo-
ments—the discomfiture of a 
body once so in control, losing 
some of that and finding itself 
at the mercy of what Abraham 
called “disconnected synaps-
es” Abraham mentioned when 
talking about his father.
It’s a subject that takes cer-
tainly him into emotional ter-
ritory, but then he brightens 
when he mentions a change 
in his father, whom he doesn’t 
recall having danced much 
before. “Any time a song 
comes on, he gets up and will 
not stop dancing. It’s amaz-
ing. We’re at the home some-
time, and they have a DJ, and 
he wont sit down!”
“Then thinking about that, 
from a dance perspective, that 
muscle memory—what is the 
connection between that and 
getting into a more visceral 
place?”
Joining his appetite for invigo-
rating, captivating movement 
with a search for uneasy an-
swers to uncomfortable ques-
tions, Abraham is certainly 
operating on all frequencies 
in what promises to be a most 
intriguing new work.



Kyle Abraham powers up 
sound moves in his 'Radio 
Show'
Dance Review
Monday, February 01, 2010
By Jane Vranish, Pittsburgh 
Post-Gazette
Steven Schreiber
Kyle Abraham combines the 
story of his father with the 
demise of WAMO in "The 
Radio Show."
Kyle Abraham seemed to be 
encased in a personal reverie 
as the audience filtered into the 
Kelly-Strayhorn Saturday 
night. The Shirelles' voices 
wafted through the theater with 
"Momma said there'd be days 
like this ..."
He was quietly gliding to the 
familiar lyrics with the poetic 
street-style moves that he 
covets, using the slo-mo hip-
hop arms above and a splayed 
fourth position and punctuat-
ing stag leap below. Suddenly 
the motion was interrupted as 
his intense focus, almost 
butoh-like, dropped like a 
descending curtain. Mr. Abra-
ham began to go slack.
It interrupted his private dance, 
but in a good way. With this 
almost casual prelude, Mr. 
Abraham firmly established 
the thematic content for the 
evening: a dual tribute to his 
father, who was diagnosed 
with Alzheimer's disease and 
now is virtually unable to 
speak, and the 2009 demise of 
WAMO, Pittsburgh's iconic 
urban radio station, where 
people called in to sing, to 
request and just to talk.
So Mr. Abraham already had 
one foot in "The Radio Show" 

as the auditorium lights went 
down and the stage lights, 
some on the floor at the back, 
began to heighten his sense of 
purpose. This would be a bio-
graphical evening in a way, not 
literally but impressionistic, 
like memories that come and 
go and often try to overlap.
You heard the scratching, like 
a radio station changing, as Mr. 
Abraham began to flourish, 
widening the arc of his move-
ment. Then there was the 
sound of a phone being dialed, 
and Aretha Franklin began to 
layer the lyrics in "Mary Don't 
You Weep."
Mr. Abraham took a similar 
tack as a trio of women 
(Amber Parker, Samantha 
Farrow and Rachelle Ra-
failedes) gradually moved onto 
the stage -- posturing, balanc-
ing on the balls of their feet 
and interpreting Mr. Abraham's 
vocabulary with their own 
feminine wiles.
In all Mr. Abraham brought six 
dancers, including Maureen 
Damaso and a pair of men, 
Raja Kelly and Jeremy Nedd. 
The movement traveled among 
them in various unison con-
figurations, conveying a sense 
of the isolation in contempo-
rary society. Mr. Abraham 
occasionally played on that 
idea by also separating one 
dancer from the pack.
When the dancers touched, 
perhaps only a shoulder or a 
knee, it gave off a tender emo-
tional charge. But he could 
also amp it up with a choke-
hold or a double body ripple 
that ended in a soft lift during 
the rare intimacy of a duet.

Mr. Abraham packed a lot of 
life-like suggestions in his 
work, which could be sweetly 
poignant, full of attitude or 
comic (the "make it or break 
it" segment with faux DJ and 
singer was quintessentially 
WAMO). "The Radio Show," 
so life-like, so compelling in 
the seesaw of human emotion, 
demonstrated how Mr. Abra-
ham is honing his craft.
With this production, he finally 
showed he is capable of trans-
lating the singular vision of his 
solo work onto multiple bodies 
without diluting it. Where 
before he created sentences, he 
now creates paragraphs that 
lead to a whole story, for all the 
seemingly disparate human 
elements revolved around his 
vision like planets circling the 
sun. It was that bright and 
intelligent.
Mr. Abraham could have been 
considered an emerging artist 
in the past. But he has obvi-
ously taken his dance to the 
next level, and it is nothing less 
than impressive.







25 TO WATCH

KYLE ABRAHAM
by STEVE SUCATO
 
Whether choreographing a 
duet in which two female 
dancers are lip-locked in a 
two-and-a-half-minute kiss 
or a stirring solo about rac-
ism, dancer/ choreographer 
Kyle Abraham uses contro-
versy as his muse. “I try to 
make work relevant to my 
experiences as a college-ed-
ucated black gay man,” says 
Abraham. “My works tend 
to deal with the connotations 
and assumptions of all those 
labels.”
The 31-year-old Pvitts-
burgh native, now living in 
Brooklyn, dances with Da-
vid Dorfman in addition to 
making waves with his own 
dance company Abraham.
In.Movtiovn. As a performer, 
he is equal parts power and 
grace layered on a sinewy 
frame. His choreographic 
style is an amalgam of hip 
hop and modern dance. In 
2009, audiences can see him 
with David Dorfman Dance 
as well as with his own com-
pany beginning this month 
as part of “Past/Forward: A 
Tisch Dance Alumni Cel-
ebration,” Jan. 31, at NYU’s 
Skirball Center.
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CONTEMPORARY REVO-
LUTIONARY / KYLE ABRA-
HAM

By Thomas Lax, Curatorial 
Assistant  

Splitting his time between his 
native Pittsburgh and New 
York, emerging dancer and 
choreographer Kyle Abraham 
brings a signature approach to 
post-modern dance. Smooth 
and athletic, Abraham is influ-
enced as much by hip-hop ges-
tures and vernacular gang signs 
as he is by contemporary art 
and seventeenth-century Japa-
nese printmaking. Abraham 
has danced with numerous ac-
claimed dance companies in-
cluding Dance Alloy and Bill T. 

Jones/Arnie Zane Dance Com-
pany, and has made several im-
portant choreographic debuts, 
most recently appearing in Har-
lem Stage’s E-moves  and City 
Center’s Fall for Dance Festi-
val. 
Thomas J. Lax: In your work, 
you draw on a number of dif-
ferent movement vocabularies. 
You received your BFA from 
SUNY Purchase and your MFA 
from NYU’s Tisch School of 
the Arts, but you also draw on 
popping and locking, Butoh 
and vernacular gesture. Talk to 
me about how you’ve come to 
work with these different styles 
and how they interact with one 
another in the studio and on 
stage.  
Kyle Abraham: I’ve always 
been involved and inspired 
by different art forms. Before 
studying dance, I studied paint-
ing and later music, playing 
cello and French horn form 
ages 11 to 17. When I wanted 
to study dance, I thought, “This 
is the one thing that I can’t re-
ally practice in my room.” My 
best friend at the time, Greta 
Polo, was a dancer who I used 
to attend raves and go to the 
local clubs with. She kind of 
pushed me to audition for the 
high school musical in my ju-
nior year. Then the director of 
the musical pushed me to fur-
ther explore dance. I was really 
drawn into dance as a vocabu-
lary. And wasn’t really caught 
up in differentiating what ballet 
was versus what modern dance 
was. It was all just movement 
for me to express myself with…
and I loved it.    
TL: Your ongoing solo piece, 
Brick, which you performed in 
December 2008 at Dance The-

ater Workshop (DTW), is not 
set to one specific soundtrack. 
In fact, the music is selected 
randomly at each night’s perfor-
mance. What was it like danc-
ing to Rachelle Farrell’s “My 
Funny Valentine” one night and 
Slim Thug the next?  
KA: I love the freedom that it 
creates. The environment shifts 
but the story remains the same. I 
love to use the venue as a blank 
canvas. I know what the story 
or ideals are that I want to get 
across and I take the liberties of 
allowing each location to tell a 
different version of that story. 
Its like each city has its own re-
mix.  
TL: In this same work, your 
body is coated in thick black 
paint and set against four sus-
pending afros. You begin the 
performance miming against a 
white backdrop as your body’s 
frame is outlined in marker. 
How do you work with your 
lighting and projection design-
er to come to these seemingly 
very intentional and impactful 
design choices?  
KA: The lighting designer I 
work with, Dan Scully, is bril-
liant! We’ve worked together 
while both receiving our MFAs 
at NYU and have continued to 
collaborate on everything since 
then. He has the ability to make 
every crazy idea I have in my 
head come to life. And to tell 
me if what I’m doing is a piece 
of crap. I love working with 
people who aren’t afraid to re-
ally invest their time and being 
into a process and project, and 
Dan is one of those people.  
TL: The coated black paint and 
the wigs have an incredible for-
mal resonance. They also seem 
to have a social read, both signi-

fying blackness and black bod-
ies in their own complicated 
ways. There is a humor and an 
austerity that these aesthetic el-
ements share with high fashion 
and contemporary art. At the 
same time, one could argue that 
you come on stage “corked up”; 
you also finish the piece hang-
ing from a loop in a rope. What 
is your sense of where aesthet-
ics and social commentary meet 
and get entangled?  
KA: A lot of my solo work 
deals with identity and personi-
fication of a character or char-
acters. In Brick, I was thinking 
about the separate labels of be-
ing black and gay and creating 
a moving image that shared a 
likeness to the visual art of both 
17th century Ukiyo-e paintings 
and contemporary visual art-
ist, Kara Walker in the hopes of 
blending – visually and physi-
cally – my love of all things 
delicate and all things bold.  
TL: Dance seems to offer you a 
unique point of entry into often 
abstract but very real questions 
of identity, gender and race. By 
laying bare the stylizations that 
give meaning to our sense of 
self, your movement is playful 
but also gets at the very personal 
information contained in some-
thing as simple as our swagger, 
gait and gaze. What are some 
of your references for your on-
stage action?  
KA: To be honest, I draw on the 
experiences of my formative 
years in high school struggling 
with identity and isolation. A 
large portion of the movement 
vocabulary is derivative of the 
gang signs and characterized 
hip hop gestures I would see in 
the halls while in high school. I 
incorporate these gestures and 

signs throughout the work, as 
another layer to the choreogra-
phy.  
TL: In addition to being a danc-
er and choreographer, you are 
the director of a company, Abra-
ham.In.Motion (AIM). I’ve read 
that your choreographic process 
involves collaboration with all 
of your dancers. Your work also 
takes on the beauties and chal-
lenges of existing in collectiv-
ity through its narrative and ab-
stract composition. The result 
is an incredible investigation 
of the difficulties and imma-
nence that emerge through the 
negotiation of our basic needs, 
through our love and longing 
for others. What are some of 
your goals for what your com-
pany creates both for itself and 
its larger viewing public?  
KA: It really depends on the 
dance and the venue. I am very 
inspired by different spaces. On 
top of that, the dancers I’ve been 
lucky enough to work with are 
so beautifully human in their 
approaches to movement. In 
The Dripping Kind, which we 
also recently presented at DTW, 
I spoke to the dancers about 
approaching the movement as 
construction workers instead of 
using the term “pedestrian”. I 
did this because of all the con-
notations that dancers have with 
what it means to be pedestrian 
in the context of performance 
and or movement in general. 
Once they found themselves in 
that human place, it made the 
work much more real. Not only 
for me but for the dancers as 
well.
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DANCE REVIEW | KYLE 
ABRAHAM AND LAYARD 
THOMPSON
SCRUTINIZE THE SHIELD, 
BEWARE THE MIRROR

By CLAUDIA LA ROCCO

One of the body’s more capti-
vating mysteries is its ability 
to be simultaneously abstract 
and weighed down with bag-
gage, or to move so quickly 
between those modes that 
the watcher never catches the 
transition.
Kyle Abraham and Layard 
Thompson, who performed 
new solos at Dance Theater 
Workshop on Wednesday, are 
beautiful dancers, and crafty 
ones. They wield themselves 
like shields, then mirrors, so 
that the viewer’s gaze is first 
deflected, then cruelly caught.
In “Brick,” a slippery nego-
tiation of black male identity 
and sexuality, Mr. Abraham 
married gesticulating hip-hop 
bravado to a silky movement 
language somewhere between 
Butoh and voguing. His skin 
was covered in thick black 

paint; as he moved across 
a patchwork of white floor 
mats (artfully lighted by Dan 
Scully), he left a sooty trail.
His form was also captured in 
crude marker outlines when 
he posed against a white back-
drop. Kara Walker’s brutal 
cutouts came to mind, as did 
chalk drawings of crime vic-
tims. He shed a large Afro, 
which was later hoisted into 
the air with four others. Mr. 
Abraham too was ensnared, 
his arm wrenched through 
a loop in a rope he had just 
climbed.
“You know what makes me 
much stronger than you?” go
the lyrics of the Lil’ Kim track 
he used. “I can take pain
much longer than you.” Like 
that song, Mr. Abraham 
offered a swagger that para-
doxically denied and laid bare 
a core of throbbing hurt.
Mr. Thompson laid it all bare 
in “Cup ... puC ...... K ......
Ohhhh, Beauty, full, vessel:,” 
which is heavily indebted —
perhaps too much so — to the 
choreographer Deborah Hay’s 
idiosyncratic style. Growl-
ing, hiccuping and babbling, 
Mr. Thompson shed a dress of 
paper cups (done in collabo-
ration with Machine Dazzle; 
Chloë Z. Brown’s lighting 

also deserves a nod), a cocoon 
of plastic bags and, finally, his 
briefs — though not before 
giving himself the mother of 
all wedgies.
Fey and bewitching, Mr. 
Thompson shifted disconcert-
ingly between a self-conscious 
overtly sexual presentation 
and an abject, ferocious sort 
of wildness that had him pick-
ing at his body and yowling.
He darted between creaturely 
movement and blowsy come-
ons. He burrowed into an even 
more extravagant paper-cup 
cape and came up for air wear-
ing a black, boxy mask and 
beyond-fabulous headdress of 
plastic bottles.
He urinated. He thoroughly 
tested the viewer’s patience 
— but, in the end, he held it.
Mr. Abraham’s “Dripping 
Kind,” a handsome evoca-
tion of isolation and rest-
less rel tionships for eight 
dancers, completed the pro-
gram. Though further editing 
mightn’t be amiss, the work’s 
tense, lunging movement lin-
gered in the mind’s eye. Here 
were bodies rendered far 
more formally, yet still insep 
rable from their internal earth-
quakes of emotion and need.




